
Internet Technologies
Introduction to HTML and CSS – Part 2 (Exercises)

Block, inline-block, class, id, css pseudoclasses



HTML element types

1. block: flows top-to-bottom; has height and width

<p> <h1> <blockquote> <ol> <ul> <table> <div>

2. inline: flows left-to-right, does not have
height or width

<a> <em> <strong> <br> <span>

a. inline block: flows left-to-right, has height
and width equal to size of the content

<img>



Classes and ids

• Special HTML attributes used on any HTML element to apply styling
oclass: Applied on 1 or more elements; identifies a collection of elements

oid: Applied on exactly 1 element per page; identifies one unique element

Ex: <h1 class="focus">HW1</h1>, <h2 id="title">Date</h2>

• Can apply multiple classes by space-separating them: 
<h1 class="focus new">HW1</h1>
oHighest priority: class declared last in the css file

Element selector in CSS file Selected elements

ID selector #title element with id="title"

Class selector .focus elements with class="focus"



More on class and id

• classes have no special abilities in the browser

• ids have special browser functionality: "hash (#) value" in the URL
o Example: http://yourdomain.com#comments

oBrowser attempts to locate the element with an id of "comments" and will 
automatically scroll the page to show that element

• This is an important reason why having ids be absolutely unique is 
important. So your browser knows where to scroll!

http://yourdomain.com/#comments


Selector examples

Selector Description

p All <p> elements

.abc All elements with the abc class, i.e. class="abc"

#abc Element with the abc id, i.e. id="abc"

p.abc <p> elements with abc class

p#abc <p> element with abc id (p is redundant) 

div p <p> elements that are 
descendants of a <div>

h1, h2 <h1> and <h2> elements

selector {
 property: value;
}



Selector examples

• You can combine selectors:

• Q: What does this select?

#main li.important strong { 
   color: red; 
} 

CSS



Selector examples in CSS files

• You can combine selectors:

• Q: What does this select?

• A: Read from right to left:
o<strong> tags that are children of <li> tags that have an "important"

class that are children of the element with the "main" id.

#main li.important strong { 
   color: red; 
} 

CSS



Colliding styles

• When styles collide, the most specific rule wins (specificity)

<div>
   <strong>What color am I?</strong>
</div>

div strong { color: red; }
strong { color: blue; }

CSS

HTML

https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/CSS/Specificity


Colliding styles

• Specificity precedence rules (details): 
o Inline CSS rules e.g. <h1 style="font-size:22px;">Hello</h1>

oids are more specific than classes

oclasses are more specific than element names 

o Element selector e.g. h1 { color: yellow; }
➢Style rules that directly target elements are more specific than style rules that are 

inherited

• CSS styles are inherited from parent to child

body { 
   color: black; 
}

CSS

Text color in every 
element inside <body> will 
be black unless otherwise.



Colliding styles

• The !important rule overrides any other declarations.

<div>
   <strong>What color am I?</strong>
</div>

strong { color: red !important; }
strong { color: blue; }

CSS

HTML

Aside: The process of figuring out what rule applies to a given element is called the 
cascade. This is where the "C" in Cascading Style Sheets comes from.

https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Learn/CSS/Introduction_to_CSS/Cascade_and_inheritance#The_cascade


Exercise 1

• Download lab3-exercise1.html from the course website (Lab 3) to 
develop the webpage shown below.

• Follow the guidelines shown in the next slide.



Exercise 1

Fonts
body: Arial
h1 & h2:  Tahoma

h1, green

h2, red color, left aligned

h2, blue color, background #ccc, center aligned, takes 50% of 
the area width within which is placed (hint: use a class so you 
can reuse it on all h2 titles)

magenta, bold (see CSS pseudo-classes in Lab3 (slide 
62) to learn how to select the first element among 
sibling elements)

Yellow background

Yellow background

Dashed border, 2px, black, area inside border covers 
50% of the viewport

Dotted border, 2px, red
Blue background with 10% opacity. See rgba(red ,green ,blue ,alpha)

Italics (without <em>)

Fonts: Consolas

width 50%

CS425:

https://www.cs.ucy.ac.cy/courses/EPL425/labs/LAB03.pdf


Exercise 2

• Modify both the html and css files of the first exercise to develop the 
webpage of the next slide using the following guidelines:
o Two new sections: overview and content (the text is given in website)

➢Use <h2> for section titles (use the same styling as before)

oA menu of links (menu items) on the top of the webpage with the following style:

➢Menu items are separated by blue horizontal lines*

➢On mouse hover *, each link has red background

➢Each menu item will be a list item <li> with a link pointing to each web page section 
respectively (in order to display <li> items next to each other consider changing their display 
attribute - by default <li> is list-item element, you need to modify it: see list-style-type)

Lightgray background

(*) see CSS pseudo-classes in Lab3 (::after, a:hover respectively)

https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/CSS/list-style-type
https://www.cs.ucy.ac.cy/courses/EPL425/labs/LAB03.pdf


Exercise 2
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